We study pure Yang-Mills theory on Σ × S 2 , where Σ is a compact Riemann surface, and invariance is assumed under rotations of S 2 . It is well known that the self-duality equations in this set-up reduce to vortex equations on Σ. If the Yang-Mills gauge group is SU(2), the Bogomolny vortex equations of the abelian Higgs model are obtained. For larger gauge groups one generally finds vortex equations involving several matrix-valued Higgs fields. Here we focus on Yang-Mills theory with gauge group SU(N )/ZN and a special reduction which yields only one non-abelian Higgs field.
Introduction
It was first noted in [30] that rotationally invariant instantons in Yang-Mills theory can be interpreted as vortices in lower dimensions. This reduction was originally carried out for Yang-Mills theory with gauge group SU (2) and yielded the abelian Higgs model. In recent years, more general reductions of Yang-Mills theory on spaces of the form Σ × S 2 have been studied, where invariance under rotations of the sphere S 2 was assumed, see [25, 24, 9, 22] and references therein. This invariant set-up generally leads to several matrix-valued Higgs fields on Σ, and the precise number and shape of the Higgs fields is determined by the Yang-Mills gauge group and the specific way in which the rotational symmetry is implemented in the theory. For example, it was shown in [22] that if the Yang-Mills gauge group is SU(N ), with N = 2m, and one chooses a symmetry reduction which breaks this group to S(U(m)×U(m)), then a single non-abelian Higgs field, which is a square (m×m)-matrix, is obtained. Here we show how a non-square Higgs field arises in the reduced theory on Σ when the YangMills gauge group, assumed to be locally the same as SU(N ), is broken by the rotational symmetry to a group which is locally the same as S(U(m) × U(n)), where N = m + n. The Higgs field is now an (n×m)-matrix. We focus on the case where Σ is a closed, compact Riemann surface, in order that the reduced theory on Σ can have vortex solutions of finite energy.
This symmetry breaking pattern is desirable if one wants to construct the Standard Model on Σ from a unified theory in higher dimensions. For the electroweak sector, for example, one should take N = 3, m = 2, n = 1. From a purely two-dimensional point of view, the electroweak model on Σ was studied by Bimonte and Lozano in [5] , where Σ was taken to be a flat torus, with euclidean signature. In this setting, a Bogomolny-type argument can be carried out on the energy of the electroweak model, and the resulting Bogomolny equations were derived in [5] . Vortex solutions to these equations were also obtained, related to vortex solutions studied earlier in [17, 28] . Another result of [5] was a lower bound on the energy of the electroweak model on Σ. This bound is proportional to the area of Σ. Here we generalize the results of [5] to arbitrary N , m, and n, by viewing the theory as dimensionally reduced Yang-Mills theory on Σ × S 2 . We also obtain lower and upper bounds on the energy in this generalized setting. An interpretation of the lower bound is given in terms of the vacuum structure of the Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions. It should be noted that dimensional reduction of Yang-Mills theory on R 1,3 × S 2 to the electroweak model on R
1,3
was already carried out in [20] , and we use very closely related methods here to facilitate the reduction.
The crucial point at an early stage in our analysis is the observation that the geometry of S 2 forces us to start with Yang-Mills theory on Σ × S 2 with gauge group SU(N )/Z N , i.e. the quotient of SU(N ) by its centre Z N . This impacts on the bundle structures associated with the Yang-Mills theory and the reduced theory on Σ. Most notably, it is no longer natural to think of Yang-Mills theory as being defined on a vector bundle over Σ × S 2 since there is no rank N vector bundle with structure group SU(N )/Z N . Instead we introduce a principal bundle with structure group SU(N )/Z N , and we regard the gauge potential of Yang-Mills theory as a connection on this principal bundle. As a consequence, the instanton number (as conventionally normalized for a gauge potential on a rank N vector bundle) need no longer be an integer but is generally a fraction with denominator not bigger than N . The Higgs field in the reduced theory can still be regarded as a section of a vector bundle over Σ, and so the associated vortex number is integral. This vector bundle over Σ, however, is not necessarily the bundle of homomorphisms between two distinct vector bundles as in the literature [12, 1, 25, 9] .
In much of the recent literature on non-abelian vortices, see [14, 3, 27, 10, 4] and references therein, Higgs fields are taken to be matrices whose columns are charged under the gauge group, and different columns represent different flavours. Then, in addition to gauge symmetry, there is also flavour symmetry and the corresponding symmetry group acts on the Higgs field on the right. By contrast, although the non-abelian Higgs field in the theory we study is generally matrix-valued and acted on by symmetry groups from the left and the right, both group actions are gauged and neither is a flavour symmetry. Models containing several flavours are usually obtained from supersymmetric field theories by truncating these to their bosonic parts. Here we will not consider supersymmetric models; nevertheless fermions can consistently be added to invariant Yang-Mills theory on Σ × S 2 , as was done in [21, 18, 9] . This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the most general ansatz for the Yang-Mills gauge potential on Σ × S 2 that is invariant under rotations of S 2 . Alongside of this we clarify which bundle structures are relevant in the invariant Yang-Mills theory and in the reduced theory on Σ. In section 3 we specialize to the Yang-Mills gauge group SU(N )/Z N and choose a particular class of symmetry reductions which lead to a single Higgs field on Σ with an associated vortex number. Section 4 is dedicated to reducing the YangMills action and the self-duality equations in four dimensions to the energy and Bogomolny-type equations in two dimensions. We also find the relation between the topological charges in four and two dimensions, the instanton and vortex numbers. A first lower bound on the energy of the reduced theory on Σ is obtained, and we comment on the implications of this bound for the existence of invariant vacua in the Yang-Mills theory. A sharper lower bound on the energy of solutions to the Bogomolny equations as well as an upper bound are derived in section 5, and we present a special class of solutions to the Bogomolny equations in section 6. In section 7 we explicitly connect our work with [5] , and we comment on the allowed energy ranges for N = 3 and N = 5. In section 8 we formulate the bundle theoretic features of our dimensional reduction scheme in the language of quivers of vector bundles. Section 9 sums up our conclusions.
Invariant Yang-Mills theory and bundles
Throughout this paper Σ is assumed to be a closed, compact Riemann surface 1 with local complex coordinate z. On the sphere S 2 we take the complex coordinate y obtained by stereographic projection. We also introduce real coordinates x 1 , x 2 on Σ and x 3 , x 4 on S 2 by the relations
For the metric on M = Σ × S 2 we adopt the conventions of [22] , i.e.
where σ is the conformal factor on Σ and the second term renders S 2 a sphere of radius √ 2 with Gauss curvature 1 2 . The corresponding volume forms on Σ and S 2 are
and the area of Σ is denoted by A Σ . We consider pure Yang-Mills theory on the product space M = Σ × S 2 , and regard it as a theory of a connection ω defined on a principal bundle P over M . The gauge potential A is obtained from ω by means of a local section s :
where the right hand side denotes the pull-back of ω under s. For our purposes it is best to regard the sphere as the coset space S 2 = SU(2)/U(1). This introduces a natural transitive action of SU(2) on the sphere S 2 , and this action extends to M by acting trivially on Σ. We can then consider SU(2)-equivariant principal bundles over M and SU(2)-invariant connections on them. Phrased in a less technical fashion, we are interested in SU(2)-invariant Yang-Mills theory on Σ × S 2 . From the point of view of the surface Σ this amounts to dimensional reduction of Yang-Mills theory on Σ × S 2 , where the sphere S 2 is treated as an internal space.
The goal of the present section is to identify the geometric structures on Σ that arise from the reduction of SU(2)-invariant Yang-Mills theory. The tools we are going to use are the results of the analysis in [16] , which generalize Wang's theorem [29] . Similar treatments which by-pass the analysis of connections and principal bundles by focusing on the gauge potential only are [11, 18] , and their approach is usually referred to as coset space dimensional reduction.
First recall (from [16] for example) that every SU(2)-equivariant principal bundle over S 2 with structure group G is isomorphic to a quotient space P λ defined by
where elements in SU(2) × G are identified by
and λ is a homomorphism λ : U(1) → G. The projection map π : P λ → S 2 is given by
where g ∈ G and [S] denotes the left-coset {S · U(1)} in SU (2) . Note that the P λ are isomorphic for different λ : U(1) → G within the same conjugacy class. Now let P be an SU(2)-equivariant principal bundle on Σ × S 2 and choose an open covering {U i } i∈I of Σ such that all U i are topologically trivial. Then the restrictions P | Ui×S 2 are SU(2)-equivariant bundles which are trivial over U i . Therefore, by the previous paragraph,
where the homomorphisms λ i : U(1) → G may be different for different open sets U i . However, by looking at non-empty overlaps U ij = U i ∩ U j , one finds,
This shows that P λi ∼ = P λj and hence λ i and λ j must lie in the same conjugacy class. If Σ is connected, which we have assumed as part of the definition of a Riemann surface, we can therefore choose a single λ : U(1) → G such that
The isomorphisms in (9) therefore give rise to an automorphism of U ij × P λ which is determined by a transition function h ij : U ij → G such that
i.e. h ij takes values in C G (λ(U(1))), the centralizer of λ(U(1)) in G. Furthermore, on triple overlaps U i ∩ U j ∩ U k = ∅ theČech cocycle condition holds,
Thus the h ij define a principal bundle P Σ over Σ with structure group
This centralizer, H, is the residual gauge group after dimensional reduction. Before giving the general form of an SU(2)-invariant connection on P , we note that the homomorphism λ is determined by a unique Λ ∈ g, the Lie algebra of G, which is defined as follows: Introduce the Pauli matrices
Then
, form a basis of the Lie algebra su(2) and E 3 generates the subgroup U(1) which is the isotropy group at [id] ∈ SU(2)/U(1). Then, for a matrix Λ ∈ g,
i.e. Λ generates a U(1) subgroup in G which is the image of λ. From exp(4πE 3 ) = 1 2 it follows that Λ must satisfy
Now let ω be an SU(2)-invariant connection on the equivariant bundle P over M . Over the open set U i ⊂ Σ, we can pull ω back to an SU(2)-invariant connection on U i × P λ , and this connection corresponds to a gauge potential A i on U i × S 2 which is given by
subject to the constraints
[Λ,
The above formulae are a special case of the results derived in [11, 16, 18] , but also compare [12, 25, 9, 22] . Note that A i,z , A i,z and Φ i take values in g * , the complexification of the Lie algebra g, which is merely a consequence of our choice to express A i in terms of complex coordinates.
On non-empty overlaps U ij one finds the relations,
where the h ij : U ij → H denote the transition functions of P Σ defined above, and A i = A i,z dz +A i,z dz and analogously for A j . Therefore the collection of the local gauge potentials A i defines a connection on P Σ . Note that the constraints (21) imply that the A i take their values in h, the Lie algebra of H, which is consistent with P Σ having structure group H. In the same vein, the Φ i define a section of the vector bundle E Σ which is associated to P Σ by the adjoint representation of H on g * . In symbols,
To conclude this section, we remark that the inverse operations of restriction and induction work for principal bundles over product spaces in precisely the same way as they do in the vector bundle case, which has been looked at in [1, 2, 25, 9] . Starting with the SU(2)-equivariant bundle P over M , we can define its restriction to Σ × [id] which we denote as P | Σ× [id] . This is a U(1)-equivariant bundle with structure group G, where U(1) acts trivially on the base and its action on the fibre is defined by the homomorphism λ : U(1) → G associated with P in the same way as above. It can be shown that
The inverse operation is given by the formula
However, our construction of the bundle P Σ by analyzing the restrictions of P to patches U i × Σ rather than using restriction and induction has clarified that 1. the structure group of P Σ can be reduced to C G (λ(U (1))) and the equivariant connection on P naturally leads to a connection on P Σ , 2. there is an associated vector bundle E Σ of which the Higgs field Φ is a section.
Furthermore, the analysis carried out in this section should generalize to the situation studied in [8] , where M = Σ × S 2 is replaced with a flat fibration
3 Two-block reduction with Yang-Mills gauge group SU(N )/Z N To make further progress, we need to solve explicitly the constraints (21), (22), and in order to do so we have to make choices for Λ and the Yang-Mills gauge group G. For the rest of the paper let G = SU(N )/Z N , which has the Lie algebra g = su(N ). Note that at the level of pure Yang-Mills theory this is locally indistinguishable from the case where the gauge group is SU(N ) since the centre Z N acts trivially on the gauge potential A. However, we will see that we are forced to take G = SU(N )/Z N by the geometry of S 2 . Now, since Λ ∈ su(N ), it must be an anti-hermitian and traceless (N × N )-matrix. By conjugating Λ with a suitable SU(N )-matrix, we can make Λ diagonal and hence we choose
where N = m + n and α, β are real constants. To allow for non-trivial solutions of the constraint (22) , it is necessary to require α−β = ±1. Restricting attention to α − β = 1 and using the tracelessness of Λ, we find
We check that this is consistent with (16) ,
which clarifies our choice of the Yang-Mills gauge group. Note that for special values of N , m, n one may be able to choose a bigger gauge group, i.e. SU(N ) modulo only a subgroup of Z N . For example, if N is even, it is clearly sufficient to mod out by Z N/2 , and in the case m = n, N = 2m, it is consistent to work with the gauge group SU(N ), as was done in [22] . The special case N = 2, m = n = 1, gives the traditional reduction of SU(2)-instantons to abelian vortices, which was first discussed in [30] . The constraints (21), (22) are now solved by
and
where φ is an (n×m)-matrix-valued field on Σ and we have introduced the gauge potentials a = a z dz + azdz and b = b z dz + bzdz on Σ. The index i ∈ I on A and Φ has been omitted since, as a consequence of (23), (24), the constraints (21), (22) are globally meaningful. The fields a, b, φ are the content of the theory on Σ arising as the symmetry reduction of Yang-Mills theory on M . The gauge group of the theory on Σ coincides with the structure group of P Σ from (13), and with our choice of Λ is
where the leading S indicates that the overall determinant is one. Modding out by Z N is meaningful since Z N is contained in S(U(m) × U(n)) as a normal subgroup. Because of the structure of H, the transition functions h ij of P Σ can be written as
where
, and k is an integer between 0 and N − 1. The transformation law for the section φ on U ij can then be read off from (24) ,
where φ i and φ j are local expressions for φ on the open sets U i and U j respectively. We thus obtain a more refined picture of Φ and E Σ : There exists a vector bundle E mn over Σ of rank mn. The structure group of E mn is also S(U(m) × U(n))/Z N , and its fibres transform according to the law (36). The collection of the φ i then comprise a section φ of E mn , and we shall refer to φ as the non-abelian Higgs field. The gauge potential A from (33) defines a covariant derivative on E mn by virtue of
with Dφ = dφ + bφ − φa. From this we can calculate the curvature of the bundle E mn , which we denote as f . The curvature acts on sections as an endomorphism in the following way,
where f a = da + a ∧ a and
where on the left hand side the trace is taken in the space of endomorphisms of (n×m)-matrices. Thus, the first Chern number of E mn is
Since the non-abelian Higgs field φ is a section of E mn , we will take c 1 (E mn ) as a generalization of the vortex number in the abelian Higgs model. This will be motivated more in the next section, where we relate c 1 (E mn ) to the instanton number of the Yang-Mills theory on Σ × S 2 . The above expression for c 1 (E mn ) can be simplified: Note that the gauge potential A is traceless, and therefore also tr(f a ) + tr f b = 0. Hence,
It follows from the general theory of complex vector bundles that c 1 (E mn ) is an integer. Therefore,
Since these expressions need not be integral, this shows that in general there are no vector bundles with gauge potentials a and b. This is in agreement with the general form of the transition function (35): The entries h m ij and h n ij need not satisfy theČech cocycle conditions in U(m) or U(n) respectively, but only up to an element of Z N . As a consequence, unlike in [12, 1, 25, 9] , E mn cannot be thought of as the bundle of homomorphisms between two distinct vector bundles over Σ. This can be traced back to the fact that since we consider Yang-Mills theory with gauge group SU(N )/Z N , there is no vector bundle of rank N which is naturally associated with this Yang-Mills theory on Σ × S 2 .
Actions, energy and vortex equations
We denote the field strength of Yang-Mills theory as F = dA + A ∧ A. The action of Yang-Mills theory on Σ × S 2 in terms of the complex coordinates z, y is given by
One should bear in mind that S YM is non-negative since the components of F in real directions are anti-hermitian for unitary gauge groups such as SU(N )/Z N . Substituting in the symmetric ansatz for A from (17)- (20) we obtain the reduced action on Σ,
where F = dA + A ∧ A and we have performed the integral over S 2 ,
It is sensible to identify S Σ with the potential energy E of a field theory on Σ since it is a static action. We use the convention E = S Σ /16π, where we have divided by the area of S 2 and introduced a factor of 1 2 . Henceforth we shall assume m ≥ n. Then we can express the energy E in terms of the unconstrained fields a, b, φ on Σ,
where the constant term arises because
From the above expression for E we can immediately read off the lower bound
which we shall call the Bimonte-Lozano bound since a similar bound was derived in [5] in a purely two-dimensional context. This lower bound for E provides good motivation for putting the theory on compact Σ, as here and in [5] . If Σ had infinite area, then for m = n the energy of the theory on Σ would always be infinite. The action S YM of the corresponding Yang-Mills theory on Σ × S 2 would also be infinite, and hence instantons with SU(2)-symmetry and with this choice of Λ do not contribute to the partition function. From a two-dimensional point of view this infinity can of course be cured by subtracting a constant from E, but from a four-dimensional point of view this is unnatural. It is clear from (50) that E = 0 cannot be achieved for m = n. This is not in disagreement with the fact that Yang-Mills theory on Σ × S 2 always admits the vacuum solution F = 0 since, for m = n, this solution does not lie in the sector of SU(2)-invariant solutions we are studying. We can make this statement more precise: By looking at (45) we see that if the vacuum of Yang-Mills theory is an SU(2)-invariant field configuration, the fields A and Φ on Σ satisfy
The last condition, together with (22) , implies that Λ, Φ, Φ † form an sl(2)-representation 2 . One can easily check algebraically that this can only be the case when m = n, in agreement with (50).
We now turn to the self-duality equations of Yang-Mills theory on Σ × S 2 , which in our conventions read 8
Substituting in (17)- (20), these reduce to
and these equations must of course be supplemented with the constraints (21), (22) . Solving the constraints, as we have done in the previous section, we obtain the Bogomolny-type vortex equations
where f a , f b and D are as in the previous section. When the self-duality equations (54)-(56) are satisfied, the Yang-Mills action is S YM = −8π 2 c 2 with
the instanton number. Note that c 2 must be negative or zero since we have already established that S YM is non-negative. We should stress that in the case we are interested in, this formula cannot always be expected to yield an integral value for c 2 . This is because F is not the curvature of a vector bundle but only of the principal bundle P with structure group SU(N )/Z N . Substituting again (17)- (20) into the expression for c 2 , one obtains
so c 2 is 1 N times an integer. By a Bogomolny-type argument one can show that E reduces to
when the Bogomolny equations (60)-(62) are satisfied. Note that in deriving (66) from the general expression for E we have dropped a boundary term, which is certainly valid since Σ is assumed a closed, compact surface. Equations (65) and (66) strengthen our interpretation of c 1 as the nonabelian vortex number. By (66) we also assign the mass π/N to every vortex. In the case N = 2, this leads to a mass of π/2 for the single abelian vortex. We would have obtained the more usual answer π (cf. [23] ) had we chosen a different convention for the energy, namely E = S Σ /8π.
Energy bounds for solutions of the Bogomolny equations
For solutions which satisfy the Bogomolny equations (60)- (62), we can obtain a sharper lower bound for E than the one in (50) by replacing f a and f b in E by the right hand sides of (60) and (61) respectively. We find
In section 6 we will give solutions to the Bogomolny equations which saturate this bound, but it is clear that these solutions cannot saturate (50) unless m = n. Whether for m = n the theory defined by E has solutions which do not satisfy the Bogomolny equations but saturate (50), we do not know. An upper bound for E can also be derived when the Bogomolny equations are satisfied. From (66) we get
and again substituing in (60), (61) for f a and f b ,
This generalizes the well-known Bradlow bound [6, 13] in the abelian Higgs model. Finally, combining these energy bounds for solutions of the Bogomolny equations, we obtain
which relates the topology of a solution, captured by c 1 (E mn ), to the geometry of Σ, captured by its area.
Solutions of maximally abelian type
We now construct special solutions to the coupled vortex equations (60)- (62) by embedding as many abelian Higgs fields as possible into the non-abelian Higgs field φ. Hence we refer to this special class of solutions as being maximally abelian.
We start with the following ansatz for the gauge potential A,
where a 1 , . . . , a n , b 1 , . . . , b n ∈ u(1), α ∈ u(m − n), and n i=1 (a i + b i ) + tr(α) = 0. (Note that the subscript i no longer refers to sets U i in an open covering of Σ as in sections 2 and 3.) This corresponds to assuming that the structure group of E mn can be reduced to
The Higgs field φ is then chosen to be as diagonal as possible, i.e.
where the entries φ i , i = 1, . . . , n, can be interpreted as sections of appropriate complex line bundles over Σ, and the zero entries should be regarded as zero sections. Inserting our ansatz into (60)-(62) yields
where f ai = da i , f bi = db i , for i = 1, . . . , n, and f α = dα+α∧α. It is convenient to arrange these equations into two sets by adding and subtracting the equations for f ai and f bi , which is allowed since these are abelian field strengths and globally well-defined. Thus, the above set of equations is equivalent to
Equations (79), (80) are readily identified as n independent pairs of Bogomolny equations of the abelian Higgs model with Higgs fields φ i , i = 1, . . . , n. These equations can be solved on the Riemann surface Σ provided the Bradlow inequality holds,
as was shown in [6, 13] . We have r i ∈ Z since r i is the vortex number of the abelian Higgs field φ i and it can also be identified as the first Chern number of a line subbundle of E mn .
Equations (81) and (82) define magnetic fields on Σ with constant flux densities. The solution theory that was established in [6, 13] can also be applied to (81) and (82), and it follows that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of solutions is obtained by integrating (81) and (82),
The r ′ i and r take values in 1 N Z since they can be regarded as first Chern numbers of principal bundles over Σ with structure groups U(1)/Z N and U(m − n)/Z N respectively. This puts constraints on the area A Σ . Another constraint is obtained by the integrality of c 1 (E mn ) and the formula
This is easily converted into an expression for the energy,
Solutions with r i = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n saturate the lower bound (67) for E, and r i = 0 is achieved by Higgs fields φ i with |φ i | = 1. The upper bound (70) for E can only be saturated if, in addition to (84) and (85), one can satisfy r i = A Σ /4π. Note also that the first term in E is the sum of the masses of the vortices in the various abelian Higgs models corresponding to i = 1, . . . , n. Rather remarkably this contribution to E is independent of N .
7 Examples: The cases N = 3 and N = 5
Part of the motivation for the present work was drawn from [5] , where an SU(2)× U(1) Yang-Mills-Higgs model was studied. This is the well known electroweak sector of the Standard Model, and in [5] this theory was considered on a flat torus to investigate periodic vortex solutions on the plane R 2 . We now show how this can be understood as invariant Yang-Mills theory on Σ × S 2 , with Σ a torus.
In order to have the right symmetry breaking pattern, we take N = 3, m = 2, n = 1. Then,
where ≈ denotes a local isomorphism. A basis of the real Lie algebra su (3) is given by the anti-hermitian matrices − i 2 λ r , r = 1, . . . , 8, where the λ r are the hermitian Gell-Mann matrices. These are 
Then Λ = iλ 8 / √ 3, and the following commutation relations hold:
for r, s, t = 1, 2, 3. From now on, in this section, the lower case Latin indices r, s, t will always run over 1, 2, 3. The gauge potential A from (33) is written in terms of the λ r and λ 8 as
i.e.
where the σ r are the Pauli matrices from section 2. The Higgs field φ is a two-component row vector, φ = (φ 1 , φ 2 ), and from (32) we see that
From the covariant derivative of φ,
we can determine the Weinberg angle θ W = 60
• , in agreement with the earlier result in [20] .
Since Σ is a torus, the conformal factor σ is a constant, and we set σ = 1. If we also perform the rescaling φ = √ 2φ, the expression for the energy (47) becomes
where i, j = 1, 2 denote the real directions on Σ, and the field strengths are defined as
The rescaling φ = √ 2φ was necessary to bring the kinetic term for the Higgs field in (99) into canonical form; it is also very natural since √ 2 is the radius of the internal S 2 and introducing a length scale is required to ensure thatφ has the right dimensions for a complex scalar in two dimensions (see [9] for details). It is clear from (99) that the radius of the internal S 2 determines the mass of the Higgs field, m H = 1. The Z-boson mass in these units is also m Z = 1.
We discard the constant term in (99) by defining the renormalized energy,
When the Bogomolny equations are satisfied this yields
where the first term is just (66) with the Chern number written explicitly in terms of the abelian flux density f 8 12 . The above expression for E ren agrees with the energy bound in [5] in the right units. It can also be shown that our Bogomolny equations (60)-(62) are the same as in [5] .
The field configuration in the N = 3, m = 2, n = 1 case, on a generic Riemann surface Σ, is maximally abelian if the Higgs field can globally be written as φ = (φ 1 , 0). According to the previous section, the entry φ 1 must satisfy the Bogomolny equations of the abelian Higgs model, and the area A Σ is subject to various constraints. Let us fix the area to be A Σ = 4πk with k ∈ N. Then the Bradlow bound (83) can be saturated. Also, the constraints (84), (85) are solved by setting 3r ′ 1 = −3r = k, in agreement with r ′ 1 , r being fractions with denominator N = 3. In this situation we obtain for the energy,
with the vortex number r 1 counting the zeros of the abelian Higgs field φ 1 . The lower bound E = A Σ /24 is attained for r 1 = 0, and the upper bound E = A Σ /6
is attained for r 1 = k, when the Bradlow bound is saturated. It should be noted that from the integrality of the first Chern number (87) we obtain the condition
Hence, r 1 = 0 is possible only if k is even. We also comment briefly on the case N = 5, m = 3, n = 2, which may also be of interest in the context of unification of the Standard Model gauge groups. In the maximally abelian situation the Higgs field is
where the vortex numbers corresponding to the entries φ 1 and φ 2 are r 1 , r 2 respectively. As before we choose A Σ = 4πk so that the Bradlow bound can be saturated. Then (84), (85) are satisfied by
The allowed energy range is 1 20
and the lower and upper bounds are attained when r 1 = r 2 = 0, and when r 1 = r 2 = k respectively. Integrality of the Chern number (87) leads to the condition
which, contrary to the N = 3 case, allows r 1 = r 2 = 0 for arbitrary k.
Finally we stress again that the case N = 2m, m = n, has been studied for general m in [22] . We have noted before (see section 3) that in this case it is not necessary to divide the Yang-Mills gauge group by Z 2m , and one can choose to work with SU(2m), as in [22] . Nonetheless we can apply our analysis, and, most notably, for m = n the energy does not include a term proportional to A Σ . Hence the lower bound for the energy is zero and is attained by the Yang-Mills vacuum F = 0, which is consistent with the discussion following (50).
Relation to quiver bundles
Dimensional reduction of Yang-Mills theory on spaces of the form Σ×S 2 , where Σ is not necessarily a Riemann surface, has received considerable attention in the literature [12, 1, 25, 24, 9] . The focus of previous work in the physics literature, however, has mostly been on Yang-Mills theory with gauge group U(N ). It is then very natural to associate a rank N vector bundle with Yang-Mills theory, and the Yang-Mills gauge potential defines a covariant derivative on this bundle. Invariance under the SU(2)-action is realized by considering SU(2)-equivariant vector bundles, and the reduction to a theory on Σ leads to quivers of vector bundles over Σ, or quiver bundles for short [1, 25] .
We can translate our work into the language of quiver bundles by associating a vector bundle E to the SU(N )/Z N -principal bundle P over Σ × S 2 . To do so, we have to choose a representation of SU(N )/Z N , and we take the adjoint representation on End(C N ), the space of complex (N ×N )-matrices. This representation is given by
which descends to a representation of SU(N )/Z N because ad(Se 2πik N ) = ad(S) for any integer k. The vector bundle E is defined as E = P × ad End(C N ), and this is naturally an SU(2)-equivariant vector bundle if P is SU(2)-equivariant. Then, composing λ : U(1) → SU(N )/Z N with the adjoint representation, we obtain a U(1)-representation on End(C N ). With our choice of Λ, the U(1)-action can be made explicit,
Since in our conventions exp(E 3 t) takes precisely one full turn in U(1) as t runs from 0 to 4π (see section 2), the space of matrices M 12 is a U(1)-invariant subspace of weight 2, the matrices M 21 form a subspace of weight −2, and the matrices M 11 and M 22 together form a subspace of weight 0. We therefore have the decomposition
where O(l) denotes the line bundle of degree l over S 2 , and the E l are complex vector bundles over Σ with
The residual gauge group H from (34) acts on End(C N ) as
where, in analogy with the notation in (35),
From (116) one can deduce that E −2 ∼ = E * 2 , the dual bundle of E 2 . One also checks that Φ from (32) acts on End(C N ) by the adjoint representation Ad(Φ) = [Φ, ] as follows,
Thus, Ad(Φ) gives rise to homomorphisms between the bundles E 2 , E 0 , E −2 . This SU(2)-equivariant set-up is captured by the quiver diagram in figure 1 .
Figure 1: Quiver for the reduction with Λ.
We notice a new feature in the quiver in figure 1 , namely a redundancy in the quiver description: Both homomorphisms in figure 1 are determined by the same non-abelian Higgs field φ, as can be seen from (118), and E 2 and E −2 are dual bundles. This redundancy stresses again that for Yang-Mills gauge group SU(N )/Z N it is more natural to work with principal bundles rather than vector bundles.
We conclude this section with a note on the generality of the dimensional reduction scheme we have employed in this paper. Since the results in [16] were obtained for rather general coset spaces, our analysis of equivariant principal bundles and connections should also generalize to coset spaces other than S 2 = SU(2)/U(1). In fact, a large amount of work has been carried out to study the quiver structures that arise from reductions over more general coset spaces, see for example [2, 19, 15, 26] . Most of the literature on this subject, however, focuses on vector bundles, and it is likely that for gauge groups other than U(N ) or SU(N ) a description in terms of principal bundles is more natural. As in this section, we expect that after reverting to the vector bundle language, the resulting quivers will be of rather special type and will carry redundant information.
Conclusions
In the present paper we have further developed the idea that gauge theories describing vortices on a surface Σ can be obtained from pure Yang-Mills theory on Σ × S 2 by imposing spherical symmetry over S 2 . Due to this symmetry, Higgs fields arise in the reduced theory on Σ, and the self-duality equations on Σ × S 2 reduce to Bogomolny equations for vortices on Σ. Although various classes of such reductions have previously been studied in the literature, we have established a number of interesting properties of a special class of dimensional reductions: In this class the reduced theory contains a single, non-square, matrix-valued Higgs field, which is acted upon by gauge groups from the left and the right. Most notably, such a theory generally has a positive lower bound on its energy density, so the total energy is infinite unless Σ has finite area.
For a given area A Σ we have derived both upper and lower bounds on the energy and vortex number of solutions to the Bogomolny equations. Conversely, for a given vortex number, we have found the finite range of A Σ where solutions of the Bogomolny equations are possible. We have given examples of maximally abelian solutions, but these only exist for special values of A Σ , and it remains an open problem to investigate genuinely non-abelian solutions. A special case of our construction gives the electroweak model with Bogomolny-type vortices investigated in [5] , and we refer to one of our energy bounds as the BimonteLozano bound.
Furthermore, a bundle theoretic investigation has shown that while the reduced theory on Σ has integral vortex number, the instanton number in the symmetric Yang-Mills theory on Σ × S 2 is generally fractional. This is a consequence of choosing to work with the Yang-Mills gauge group SU(N )/Z N , which is required by the geometry of S 2 if one wants to obtain a non-square, matrix-valued Higgs field. Further bundle theoretic considerations have led to an interpretation of our theories as rather special examples of quiver bundle constructions. The focus of future work could be on clarifying when the SU(N )/Z N gauge theory with the imposed symmetry can be lifted to a theory with gauge group SU(N ) which still has the same symmetry. When this is the case, our analysis can be carried out entirely in terms of vector bundles, and relations to existing results can be expected. A somewhat opposite direction to explore is the study of Yang-Mills theories with other gauge groups that do not admit a natural description in terms of vector bundles.
